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03

To get into the best universities, you must demonstrate that you are 
intellectually curious, and will make the most of the wonderful 
academic opportunities available to you.

One of the best ways of demonstrating this, is by going above and 
beyond what is taught in school and studying something that is not on 
the curriculum.

This resource will give you exactly such an opportunity. You will have 
something interesting to write about in your application to university, 
something interesting to talk about in a university interview, and open 
whole new areas of study you might be interested in! 

You will develop valuable academic skills as you go, that we have 
marked out with gold badges (see the next page on university skills). 
As you work through the resource you can look out for these badges 
so that you can explain which skills you have developed and what you 
did to demonstrate them. Developing these skills will help you get 
university ready! 

If you have any questions while you are using the resources in this 
pack, you can contact your teacher or email us directly at 
schools@access-ed.ngo. 

Good luck with your journey to higher education!
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For Pupils
Welcome!

mailto:schools@access-ed.ngo


To complete this resource, you will have to demonstrate impressive 
academic skills. When universities are looking for new students, they 
will want young people who can study independently and go above 
and beyond the curriculum. All of these skills that you will see here 
will demonstrate your abilities as a university student – while you’re 
still at school!

Every time you have to look something up, or write up a reference 
you are showing that you can work independently. Every time that 
you complete a challenging problem or write an answer to a difficult 
question, you might demonstrate your ability to think logically or build 
an argument. Every time that you evaluate the sources or data that 
you are presented with, you are showing that you can “dive deep” 
into an unfamiliar topic and learn from it. 

Here are the skills that you will develop in this course:

For Pupils
University Skills

your ability to work on your own and find answers online or in 
other books

your ability to create something original and express your ideas

your ability to apply what you know to new problems 

your ability to logically express yourself

your ability to refer to sources that back up your opinions/ ideas

your ability to refer to what others have said in your answer, 
and credit them for their ideas

your ability to go above and beyond the school curriculum to 
new areas of knowledge

your ability to evaluate sources (e.g. for bias, origin, purpose) 

your ability to discuss the implications of what the numbers show

your ability to engage with what you are reading by highlighting 
and annotating

independent       research

creativity  

problem solving                      

building an argument        

providing evidence                

academic       referencing     

deep                       dive

source analysis                  

data interpretation                 

active reading

University 
Ready!



The Research-Based Curriculum aims to support student attainment 
and university progression by providing classroom resources about 
cutting-edge research at local universities. The resources are designed 
to:

ü promote intellectual curiosity through exposure to academic 
research

ü stretch and challenge students to think deeply about content that 
may be beyond the confines of the curriculum

ü develop core academic skills, including critical thinking, 
metacognition, and written and verbal communication

ü inform students about how subjects are studied at university, and 
provide information, advice and guidance on pursuing subjects at 
undergraduate level

The programme represents a unique collaboration between 
universities and schools. Trained by AccessEd, PhD Researchers use 
their subject expertise to create rich resources that help bring new 
discoveries and debates to students. 

The Research-Based Curriculum offers ten modules suitable for either 
KS4 or KS5 study. The modules span a range of disciplines, including 
EBacc and A-level subjects, as well as degree subjects like 
biochemistry. Each module includes six hours of teaching content, 
supported by student packs, teacher notes and slides. All modules are 
available online and free of charge for teachers at select schools. 

Resources are designed to be used flexibly by teachers. The resources 
can be completed by students individually or in groups, in or out of 
the classroom. 

For Teachers
RBC Guide

Programme                Aims

Content

Delivery
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Here are five examples of delivery options:

The resources can be completed in small groups (4-8 pupils) across a 
series of weekly lunch clubs or after-school clubs. Groups can reflect 
on their learning by presenting a talk or poster on the subject matter 
at the end of the course. 

The resources can be used by students to explore subjects that they 
are interested in studying at university. This can inform their decision 
making with regards to university degree courses, and allow students 
to write more effective personal statements by including reflections 
on the Research-Based Curriculum.

The resources can be used to ignite curiosity in new topics and 
encourage independent research. Schools could hold a research 
challenge across a class or year group to submit a piece of work based 
on the resources. Pupils could submit individually or in small groups, 
with a final celebration event.

Resource packs can function as ‘transition’ projects over the summer, 
serving as an introduction to the next level of study between KS3 and 
KS4, or KS4 and KS5. Students could present their reflections on the 
experience in a journal.

The Research-Based Curricula programme builds on the University 
Learning in Schools programme (ULiS), which was successfully 
delivered and evaluated through the London Schools Excellence Fund 
in 2015. The project was designed in a collaboration between 
Achievement for All and The Brilliant Club, the latter of which is the 
sister organisation of AccessEd. ULiS resulted in the design and 
dissemination of 15 schemes of work based on PhD research for 
teachers and pupils at Key Stage 3. The project was evaluated by 
LKMCo. Overall, pupils made higher than expected progress and felt 
more engaged with the subject content. The full evaluation can be 
found here: ULiS Evaluation.

For more information contact hello@access-ed.ngo
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For Teachers
RBC Guide

Extra-Curricular Subject 
Enrichment Clubs

University Access 
Workshops

Research Challenge

Summer Project

Evidence

Questions?

https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/achievement_for_all_university_learning_in_schools_ulis_final_report.pdf


Introduction to Topic
Plasma science and its 
applications

The topics within this pack 
will include:

What is a plasma?

What are thin films and 
how are they made?

What I sputtering and how 
does it work?

What I nitriding?

How does diffusion occur in 
metals?

What is tribology?

Plasma is the fourth state of matter, and can be produced by heating 
a gas. This heating gives energy to the electrons in the gas molecules, 
and results in the liberation of electrons from the molecules. The 
process is known as ionisation, because the gas molecules become 
ions. The ionised gas now contains neutral atoms, positive ions and 
free electrons and is called a plasma. Plasmas have behaviours and 
properties that are distinct from neutral gases. They can conduct 
electricity and generate magnetic fields.

Plasmas exist in nature. For example, lightning is a plasma and the 
Earth’s ionosphere contains plasma. The sun and the stars are also 
plasmas. Artificially produced plasmas are found in neon signs and 
plasma televisions. Artificially produced plasmas are also key to fusion 
energy research. 

Plasma may be the most abundant form of matter in the cosmos. It is 
estimated that 99% of the known universe exists in plasma form. As 
such, understanding the behavior and properties of plasma is 
important in science, and in technology when thinking about 
applications. 



Introduction to Subject
Physics at University

University 
Ready!

The word ‘Physics’ comes from the ancient Greek for 'knowledge of 
nature’. The main goal of physics is to understand how the universe 
behaves. It is one of the oldest disciplines – perhaps the oldest if 
astronomy is included.

At university, students study classical physics and modern physics. 
Classical physics includes the areas of mechanics (the study of force 
and motion), thermodynamics (the study of heat and energy), 
electromagnetism (the study of electricity and magnetism) and optics 
(the study of light). Modern physics includes quantum mechanics (the 
study of the atomic and subatomic world) and relativity (which 
introduces concepts like spacetime). Students can also select to study 
subareas of physics (e.g. plasma physics) as well as areas of applied 
physics (e.g. medical physics). Intersdisciplinary fields (e.g. biophysics 
or quantum chemistry) are also options.

Because mathematics is the language of physics, university physics 
students study relevant areas of mathematics and applied 
mathematics.  Physics is also an experimental subject, and so students 
follow laboratory courses involving practical and engineering 
components. Modules on computer science are also delivered, to 
develop the computational ability of students for both theoretical and 
experimental work.

Physics is arguable the most fundamental science and provides a 
description of how nature behaves. But the applications of physics are 
also vast. Engineering is underpinned by physics and much of today’s 
technology relies on the application of physics. Studying physics will 
give you great insight into both the natural and technological world.



Meet the PhD Researcher
Krishnanand Shukla

I find physics very interesting and relevant to everyday life. I always 
was so curious about the universe and creation of our human world. 
That's why I chose physics, chemistry and maths in high school and 
later Physics at university. I did two masters degrees: physics and 
materials science. For my masters in physics I joined the University of 
Mumbai and for my masters in materials science I went to Gujarat 
Forensic Sciences University (GFSU), India. 

Now I work on applications of plasma physics at Sheffield Hallam 
University. My research focuses on how we can improve the wear 
resistance of medical prosthetics using high power sputtering. Plasma 
research requires knowledge of physics, chemistry, mathematics and 
metallurgy. 

This pack contains six different resources and is an introduction to 
plasma physics and applications.  The resources are well linked to 
GCSE physics and chemistry topics. I would like to tell the student who 
might choose physics in the future that you will find interesting 
concepts here which you can relate in your everyday life. That's why 
physics is very interesting.

Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics.

BSc Physics and electronic instrumentation

MSc Physics, MS Nanoscience and Nanotechnology

A-Level  Subjects

Undergraduate  

Postgraduate



Glossary

Term Definition

Matter

Material substance that occupies space, has mass, and is
composed predominantly of atoms consisting
of protons, neutrons, and electrons, that constitutes the
observable universe, and that is interconvertible with energy

Molecules
The smallest particle of a substance that retains all the 
properties of the substance and is composed of one or more 
atoms

Plasma Forth state of matter

Ionisation Process of ionizing metal or gas molecules

Evaporation Transition from liquid to a vapor

Sputtering To remove (atoms) from the surface of  metallic or ceramics by 
collision with high energy particles

Arcing A sustained luminous discharge of electricity across a gap in a 
circuit or between electrodes

Decomposition To separate into constituent parts or elements or into simpler 
compounds

Diffusion

the process whereby particles of liquids, gases, or solids 
intermingle as the result of their spontaneous movement 
caused by thermal  agitation and in dissolved substances move 
from a region of higher to one of lower concentration

Bombardment

To subject to the impact of rapidly moving particles (such as 
electrons)
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Resource One
Overview

By the end of this resource, you will be able to:

ü Describe what a plasma is

ü Compare hot and cold plasmas

ü Describe applications of plasmas

Objectives

What is a plasma?Topic

States of matter, atomic structure, energy resourcesGCSE Modules

1. Read the data source
2. Complete the activities

3. Explore the further reading

Instructions



Plasma is the fourth state of matter, and can be produced by heating 
a gas or subjecting a gas to a strong electromagnetic field. This gives 
energy to the electrons in the gas molecules and the electrons are 
freed from the molecules. The process is known as ionisation, because 
the gas molecules become ions. Plasma therefore contains positive 
ions and negative electrons (as well as ionised neutral gas molecules). 
Plasmas have behaviours and properties that are distinct from neutral 
gases. For example, they can conduct electricity and generate 
magnetic fields.

Plasmas exist in nature. For example, lightning is a plasma and the 
Earth’s ionosphere contains plasma. The sun and the stars are also 
plasmas. Artificially produced plasmas are found in neon signs and 
plasma televisions. Artificial produced plasmas are also key to fusion 
energy research. 

When thinking about applications of plasma, we consider two groups: 
‘hot’ or ‘thermal’ plasmas, and ‘cold’ plasmas. In hot plasma, both the 
ions and the electrons have fast motion. In a cold plasma, the motion 
of the ions can be ignored - most of the energy is with the free 
electrons. Consequently, cold plasmas have little pressure. Examples 
of cold plasmas include neon signs and the plasma in the Earth’s 
ionosphere.

In industry, hot plasmas can be generated with a high power (kW or 
MW) machine called a torch, and begins with generating an arc (a 
spark). The application of hot plasma includes destroying toxic 
substances in hospitals and the pharmaceutical industry.

Resource One
Data Source

Section A

What are plasmas? 

Figure 1

Plasma – the fourth state of 
matter

Section B

Applications of plasmas 



Resource One
Data Source

Figure 2

Hot and cold plasmas. The 
Sun consists of hot plasma 

and the plasma ball 
contains old plasma.

Figure 3

Applications of hot plasma. 
Can you suggest what the 

applications are? 

In industry, cold plasmas are produced under high vacuum. The most 
important applications of cold plasma are in semiconductor 
technology, electronic chip fabrication, DVD/CD manufacturing, 
memory device production, corrosion protective coating, heat 
resistive coating and coating medical devices and biomedical implants.

Soon it is believed that the world will be using electricity generated 
through thermonuclear fusion. The first reactor of its kind is in 
construction in France. If this project is successful then fossil fuel and 
nuclear power will not be needed in the future. This will solve 
problems around carbon dioxide emissions and nuclear waste.

Section C

Energy production



Resource One
Activities

1. Describe what a plasma is.

2. Give an example of a naturally occurring plasma and an artificial 

plasma.

3. Describe the difference between a hot and a cold plasma.

4. Give one use of a hot plasma and one use of a cold plasma.

5. Explain why a plasma-based fusion reactor is preferable to a 

fossil-fuel or nuclear reactor for electricity production.

Activities



Resource One
Further Reading

• A simple description of a plasma

https://wiki.kidzsearch.com/wiki/Plasma_(physics)

• A video from UCL about plasma in the universe

https://youtu.be/UDpkue6-sSE

• Classifying plasmas into different types

https://www.plasma-
universe.com/Plasma_classification_(types_of_plasma)

Explore

Independent
research

https://wiki.kidzsearch.com/wiki/Plasma_(physics)
https://youtu.be/UDpkue6-sSE
https://www.plasma-universe.com/Plasma_classification_(types_of_plasma)


Resource Two
Overview

By the end of this resource, you will be able to:

ü Describe what a film is and its applications

ü Explain the process of thermal deposition

ü Explain the process of cathodic arc deposition

Objectives

How are thin films created?Topic

States of matter, electric currentGCSE Modules

1. Read the data source
2. Complete the activities

3. Explore the further reading

Instructions



A thin film is a layer of material ranging from fractions of a nanometer 
to several micrometers in thickness. The thinnest films can be one 
molecular thick (a monolayer). Thin films have many applications. A 
familiar example is the household mirror, which has a thin layer of 
metal coating the back of a sheet of glass to form a reflective 
interface. Other applications include optical coatings (such as 
antireflective coatings), hard coatings on cutting tools, and for both 
energy generation (e.g. thin-film solar cells) and storage (thin-film 
batteries). 

There are various techniques for construction a thin film (see figure 
4). Physical vapour deposition (PVD) is a class of techniques in which a 
solid is transformed into a vapour via a physical process. The vapour 
can then be deposited on the target to create a coating. In order to 
avoid impurities, all PVD methods are usually performed in a vacuum 
or very low-pressure environment.

Resource Two
Data Source

Section A

What is a thin film?

Section B

How are thin films 
constructed?

Figure 4

Thin film construction 
techniques



A common PVD processes is thermal evaporation. In the case of 
thermal evaporation, the following steps take place: 

(i) a vapour is generated by boiling a target material

(ii) the vapour is transported from the source to the substrate (what 
you want to coat)

(iii) the vapour is condensed to a solid film on the substrate surface. 

The advantage of this method is a high deposition rate; however, the 
process is hard to control. Also, materials with a low melting 
temperature cannot be used as the substrate. The figure shows a 
schematic drawing of the thermal evaporation process.

Another common PVD coating technology is the cathodic arc 
deposition or arc-PVD. An electric arc is a visible plasma between two 
electrodes (a positively charged anode and a negatively charged 
cathode). The arc is caused by an electric current passing between the 
electrodes and ionizing the air. Figure 6 shows an artificial and a 
naturally occurring arc (lightning).

Resource Two
Data Source

Section C

What is thermal 
evaporation?

Figure 5

Thermal evaporation

Section C

What is cathodic arc 
deposition?



Resource Two
Data Source

Figure 6

Artificial (left) and natural 
(right) electric arcs.

Figure 7

Cathodic arc deposition

In cathodic arc deposition, a special tip serves as an anode and the 
target material is charged up to become a cathode. The arc is ignited 
by applying high voltage between the electrodes. The ions in the arc 
hit the cathode and heat it up. The cathode material is evaporated 
and is used to coat the substrate (see figure 7).

In contrast to thermal evaporation, cathodic arcs can operate near 
room temperature thus it can be used to produce coatings of 
materials with low melting points. 



Resource Two
Activities

1. Describe what a thin film is.

2. Give examples of thin film technology.

3. Explain how coatings are produced using thermal evaporation.

4. Explain what an electric arc is.

5. Explain how coatings are produced using cathodic arc deposition.

6. Explain an advantage of cathodic arc deposition over thermal 
evaporation.

Activities



Resource Two
Further Reading

• Learn more about the various approaches to physical vapour 
deposition here:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_vapor_deposition

Explore

Independent
research

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_vapor_deposition


Resource Three
Overview

After completing this resource, you should be able to:

ü Explain the process of sputter deposition

ü Explain the energetics of sputter deposition

ü Describe uses of sputter deposition

Objectives

What I sputtering and how does it work?Topic

Potential difference, atomic structureGCSE Modules

1. Read the data source
2. Complete the activities

3. Explore the further reading

Instructions



Sputtering is another technique for creating a thin film. Sputtering 
involves the following steps, which are illustrated in the figure 8 
below:

1. A neutral gas is contained in a chamber. At either end of the 
chamber there is a target and a substrate to be coated.

2. The target serves as a cathode (negative electrode) and the 
substrate serves as an anode (positive electrode). A large 
potential difference is applied between the anode and cathode. 

3. The large potential difference ionises the neutral gas molecules –
the molecules separate into positive ions and negative electrons.

4. The positive ions are attracted to the negative cathode, 
bombarding the target material and knocking out atoms from the 
target material.

5. These ‘sputtered’ target material atoms land on the nearby 
substrate, coating its surface and producing a thin film.

Resource Three
Data Source

Section A

What is sputtering?

Figure 8

Sputtering in action



When an ion collides with the target, the kinetic energy of the ion is 
transferred to the atom of the target. If the energy of incoming ion is 
high enough, the atomic bonds in the target are broken and atoms are 
sputtered from the surface. 

A useful parameter of the sputtering process is the sputtering yield (S)  
- the number of atoms ejected per incident ion. The sputtering yield 
depends on various parameters:

• the energy of the incident atoms
• the angle-of-incidence of the bombarding particle 
• the masses of the incident and target atoms
• the surface binding energy of the target material 

By applying a high negative voltage to the target, positively charged 
ions are attracted from the plasma towards the target. The ions gain 
energy in the electric field and bombard the target with sufficient 
energy to initiate sputtering. Thus, the energy of the incident ions 
depends on the voltage. So the voltage applied to the target 
influences sputtering yield.

Sputtering is used to deposit thin films of metal when manufacturing 
computer hard disks and integrated circuits. Because sputtering can 
be done at low substrate temperatures, it is an ideal method when 
working with temperature sensitive circuit components like 
transistors. Sputtering is also used to deposit the metal layer in CDs 
and DVDs. 

In electron microscopy, it is necessary to coat the specimen under 
examination with metal. Sputter coating is used to do this (figure 9)

Resource Three
Data Source

Section B

Sputtering in detail

Section C

Applications of sputtering 

Figure 9

An ant specimen has been 
coated with a thin film of gold 
for viewing under the electron 

microscope



Resource Three
Activities

1. Sketch a diagram illustrating each of the six steps in sputter 
deposition.

2. Suggest what will happen if negative voltage is applied to the 
substrate?

3. Suggest what will happen to the sputtering yield if:

a. The incident ion energy increases

b. The target binding energy increases

4. Explain what the incident ion energy depends on.

5. Give uses of sputter deposition

6. Why should sputter deposition be used to coat circuit components 
rather than thermal evaporation (this technique is described in 
resource 2)?

Activities



Resource Three
Further Reading

• Watch a brief animated introduction to sputtering:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L6ZIkmIVm6c

• Watch a practical description about sputtering:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OEz_e9C4KM

• View an in-depth presentation on sputtering:

https://slideplayer.com/slide/1428786/

Explore

Independent
research

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L6ZIkmIVm6c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OEz_e9C4KM
https://slideplayer.com/slide/1428786/


Resource Four
Overview

After completing this resource, you should be able to:

ü Explain the need for nitriding metals

ü Describe various nitriding techniques

ü Compare nitriding techniques

Objectives

What is nitriding?Topic

Potential difference, diffusion, metalsGCSE Modules

1. Read the data source
2. Complete the activities

3. Explore the further reading

Instructions



Metal use is widespread. Applications are found in areas such as the 
transport industry, the construction industry and the machine and 
tool industry. However, metals in use have a lifetime of 5-10 years 
because of processes like rusting and erosion. Erosion occurs due to 
interactions with other metals (e.g. wheels on a train track) and 
interaction with fluids (e.g. liquid flowing through a pipe). To increase 
lifetime, metals can be hardened using the process of nitriding.

In nitriding, we use a nitrogen rich gas like ammonia (NH3). The metal 
to be hardened is heated. When the ammonia comes into contact 
with the heated metal, it dissociates into nitrogen and hydrogen. The 
nitrogen then diffuses into the surface of the material creating a 
nitride layer, which hardens it. The process is illustrated in figure 10.

Resource Four
Data Source

Section A

What is nitriding?

Figure 10

Process of nitriding inside a 
chamber. When the 

ammonia is heated by the 
metal, it dissociates into 
hydrogen and nitrogen. 

Some nitrogen diffuses into 
the metal surface. Some 

nitrogen recombines into 
N2 and the hydrogen atoms 

recombine into H2.

Section B

Salt nitriding

Gas nitriding depends on the diffusion of nitrogen and so is a very 
slow and therefore expensive technique. After gas nitriding was 
developed, alternative methods were developed. One such method 
uses molten cyanide salt as the nitrogen source. 



Heating the salt leads to decomposition of the cyanide into cyanate 
and the liberation of nitrogen from the salt, which can diffuse into the 
steel surface. The advantage of cyanide slat nitriding is that it achieves 
a higher rate of diffusion than any other method, but a disadvantage 
is that the salts are highly toxic.

In plasma nitriding, the metal for nitriding is placed in a chamber 
containing a nitrogen gas. A high voltage is applied across the 
chamber causing the nitrogen to be ionised and a plasma to be 
created. The metal is held at a negative potential difference, causing 
the positive nitrogen ions to accelerate toward it. The metal surface is 
bombarded by nitrogen ions and some are implanted in the surface, 
creating a nitride layer. 

By controlling the temperature, pressure and amount of nitrogen gas, 
a specific type of nitride layer can be engineered. Plasma nitriding is 
faster than gas nitriding, and unlike cyanide salt nitriding, is safe to 
implement.

Resource Four
Data Source

Section C

Plasma nitriding

Figure 11. Plasma nitriding. 

Left: A voltage is applied 
across the anode and cathode 

- the metal undergoing 
nitriding serves as the 

cathode. Nitrogen ions 
bombard the cathode. 

Right: Metal tools undergoing 
plasma nitriding. The plasma is 

visible as a glow around the 
metal.



Resource Four
Activities

1. Explain why do metals require nitriding?

2. Suggest three metal products that need to undergo nitriding. 
Explain your choices.

3. Describe each of the following in a sentence:

a. Ammonia gas nitriding

b. Cyanide salt nitriding

c. Plasma nitriding

4. Compare the different nitriding techniques in terms of speed and 
safety.

Activities



Resource Four
Further Reading

• Plasma nitriding in action – the plasma glow is visible in the video!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C0GINDPG8Ns

• Read a textbook chapter on plasma nitriding

file:///C:/Users/USER/Downloads/9789811057229-c2.pdf

Explore

Independent
research

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C0GINDPG8Ns
file:///C:%5CUsers%5CUSER%5CDownloads%5C9789811057229-c2.pdf


Resource Five
Overview

After completing this resource, you should be able to:

ü Describe what diffusion is

ü Describe the structure of metals

ü Describe what the rate of diffusion depends on

Objectives

Diffusion in metalsTopic

Diffusion, metalsGCSE Modules

1. Read the data source
2. Complete the activities

3. Explore the further reading

Instructions



Diffusion is the spreading out of particles resulting in a net movement 
from an area of higher concentration to an area of lower 
concentration. 

During diffusion, particles move from point to point randomly and also 
they collide against each other. Diffusion occurs only in gas and 
liquids. A good example of diffusion is seen with coffee. When coffee 
granules are added to hot water, the granule breaks up and the coffee 
particles move around between water molecules. It is shown in figure 
12.

Another example of diffusion is the flow of water into plant roots. 
Water moves from an area of high concentration (soil) to an area of 
lower concentration (root hair cells). The diffusion of water is called 
osmosis. 

Similar diffusive behaviour can be observed in nitriding. Here, gas ions 
diffuse into the metal (see Resource 4). Each metal has a particular 
repeating structure: either primitive cubic, body-centered cubic or 
face-centered cubic (figure 13). The gas ions can diffuse between the 
atoms in the structure.

Resource Five
Data Source

Section A

What is diffusion?

Figure 12

Behaviour of coffee 
molecules in water

Section B

Diffusion in nitriding



In the primitive cubic structure, there is an atom at each corner of 
each unit. In the body-centered structure, there is also an atom in the 
centre of each unit. In the face-centered cubic, there are atoms at the 
centre of each face.

The relation between temperature and diffusion was determined by 
Einstein and Stokes, and is given by the equation:

𝐷 =
𝑘!𝑇
6𝜋𝜂𝑟

where:

• D is the diffusion coefficient, which affects at what rate diffusion 

will occur

• kB is the Boltzmann constant

• T is temperature

• h is the dynamic viscosity of the material through the particle is 

diffusing (think of this is as the ‘thickness’ of the material – honey 

has a higher viscosity than water because it is ‘thicker’)

• r is the radius of the spherical diffusing particle

So the rate of diffusion will depend on the temperature, the viscosity 

of the material and the size of the diffusing particle.

Resource Five
Data Source

Figure 13

Crystal structures

From left to right: primitive 
cubic, body-centered cubic, 

face-centered cubic.

Section C

Rate of diffusion



Resource Five
Activities

1) Describe diffusion in a sentence.

2) Explain why oxygen diffuses from the blood into cells.

3) Using the Stokes-Einstein equation, state how the rate of diffusion 
will be affected by:

a. Temperature

b. Viscosity of the material

c. Size of the diffusing particle

4) Describe the three types of crystal structure

5) Explain why nitriding will be more effective at higher 
temperatures.

Activities



Resource Five
Further Reading

• Watch a demonstration of diffusion here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xxp6oponwkg

• Learn more about the rate of diffusion here:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Einstein_relation_(kinetic_theory)

Explore

Independent
research

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xxp6oponwkg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Einstein_relation_(kinetic_theory)


Resource Six
Overview

After completing this resource, you should be able to:

ü Define the field of tribology

ü Explain a wear test in tribology

ü Describe the coefficient of wear

Objectives

What is tribology?Topic

Friction, forceGCSE Modules

1. Read the data source
2. Complete the activities

3. Explore the further reading

Instructions



According to Wikipedia, “Tribology is the science and engineering of 
interacting surfaces in relative motion. It includes the study and 
application of the principles of friction, lubrication and wear. Tribology 
is highly interdisciplinary. It draws on many academic fields, including 
physics, chemistry, materials science, mathematics, biology and 
engineering. People who work in the field of tribology are referred to 
as tribologists”. 

In tribology we can we can perform mechanical tests to estimate the 
life span of components which experience friction, corrosion and high 
loads.

In one tribology test, a sample material is worn down by rotating a 
ball against the sample. The ball is covered in an abrasive slurry 
(Figure 14). The speed of rotation, the temperature, the force applied 
to the sample and the type of slurry can be controlled to represent 
different environments.

The wear of the sample can be investigated using electron 
microscopy. In figure 15 we can see that the surface of the sample, 
previously smooth and polished, is covered with nanoscopic debris 
from having been eroded.

Resource Six
Data Source

Section A

What is tribology?

Section B

Tribology tests

Figure 14

Tribology test



To characterise the amount of wear, we can calculate the coefficient 
of wear using the equation

Kc =
𝑉
𝐹𝐿

Where

• Kc is the coefficient of wear

• V is the volume of the wear (the volume lost)

• F is the force applied

• L is the effective length travelled by the ball over the sample

An objective that is resistant to wear will have a small coefficient of 
wear, while an objective that is easily worn will have a high coefficient 
of wear.

Resource Six
Data Source

Figure 15

Debris visible in electron 
microscope image after 

tribology test

Section C

Measuring wear



Resource Six
Activities

1) Define tribology in a sentence.

2) Suggest why it is important to study the wear of materials.

3) Give an example of a materials that wears easily and a material 
that is durable.

4) Explain how a wear test is performed in tribology.

5) Wear tests are performed on material A and material B. The wear 
volume turns out to be the same for both materials, but the test 
conditions were different. For material A, the force was large and 
the effective distance travelled by the ball was long. For material 
B the force was low and the effective distance travelled by the 
ball was short. 

a. Which material will have the smaller coefficient of wear?

b. Hence which material is more resistant to wear?

Activities



Resource Six
Further Reading

• Explore tribology further through this introductory lecture

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6BV_CeH6Ww0

Explore

Independent
research

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6BV_CeH6Ww0


Final
Reflection

You should include:

ü An introduction to tribology

ü An explanation of how we can reduce wear by using

ü the sputter coating technique

ü plasma nitriding

Objectives

Create a Powerpoint presentation about coating materials using
plasma techniques to reduce wear

Topic

Deep 
Dive
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Why is good note taking important?

If it feels like you forget new information almost as quickly as you hear it, even if you write it 
down, that’s because we tend to lose almost 40% of new information within the first 24 
hours of first reading or hearing it. 

If we take notes effectively, however, we can retain and retrieve almost 100% of the 
information we receive. Consider this graph on the rate of forgetting with study/repetition:

Learning a new system

The Cornell Note System was developed in the 1950s at the University of Cornell in the USA. 
The system includes interacting with your notes and is suitable for all subjects. There are 
three steps to the Cornell Note System. 

Retention: the act of 
absorbing, and 

continuing to keep 
information

Repetition: the act of 
repeating an 

interaction with the 
material / notes

Repetition 
increases 
retention

Drop in 
retention 
after 18 
minutes

Step 1: Note-Taking

1.   Create Format: Notes are set up in the Cornell 
Way. This means creating 3 boxes like the ones on 
the left.  You should put your name, date, and 

topic at the top of the page. 

2.  Write and Organise: You then take your notes in the 
‘note taking’ area on the right side of the page. You should 

organise these notes by keeping a line or a space 
between ‘chunks’ /main ideas of information. You 
can also use bullet points for lists of information to 
help organise your notes.

University 
Ready!

University Study Skills
Cornell Notes



Step 2 Note-Making

1.   Revise and Edit Notes: Go back to box 1, the note taking area and spend some time revising 
and editing. You can do this by: highlighting ‘chunks’ of information with a number or a colour; 
circling all key words in a different colour; highlighting main ideas; adding new information in 
another colour

2.  Note Key Idea: Go to box 2 on the left hand side of the page and develop some questions about 
the main ideas in your notes. The questions should be ‘high level’. This means they should 
encourage you to think deeper about the ideas. Example ‘high level’ questions would be:
• Which is most important / significant reason for…
• To what extent…
• How does the (data / text / ideas) support the viewpoint?
• How do we know that…
Here is an example of step 1 and step 2 for notes on the story of Cinderella:

Step 3 Note-Interacting

1.   Summary: Go to box 3 at the bottom of the page and summarise the main ideas in box 1 and 
answer the essential questions in box 2. 

Give the Cornell Note Taking System a try and see if it works for you!



These words will often be used when university tutors set you essay questions - it is a good 
idea to carefully read instruction words before attempting to answer the question. 

Analyse – When you analyse something you consider it carefully and in detail in order to 
understand and explain it. To analyse, identify the main parts or ideas of a subject and 
examine or interpret the connections between them.

Comment on – When you comment on a subject or the ideas in a subject, you say something 
that gives your opinion about it or an explanation for it.

Compare – To compare things means to point out the differences or similarities between 
them. A comparison essay would involve examining qualities/characteristics of a subject and 
emphasising the similarities and differences. 

Contrast – When you contrast two subjects you show how they differ when compared with 
each other. A contrast essay should emphasise striking differences between two elements. 

Compare and contrast – To write a compare and contrast essay you would examine the 
similarities and differences of two subjects. 

Criticise – When you criticise you make judgments about a subject after thinking about it 
carefully and deeply. Express your judgement with respect to the correctness or merit of the 
factors under consideration. Give the results of your own analysis and discuss the limitations 
and contributions of the factors in question. Support your judgement with evidence. 

Define – When you define something you show, describe, or state clearly what it is and what 
it is like, you can also say what its limits are. Do not include details but do include what 
distinguishes it from the other related things, sometimes by giving examples. 

Describe – To describe in an essay requires you to give a detailed account of characteristics, 
properties or qualities of a subject.

Discuss – To discuss in an essay consider your subject from different points of view. Examine, 
analyse and present considerations for and against the problem or statement.

University Study Skills
Key Instruction Words

University 
Ready!



Evaluate – When you evaluate in an essay, decide on your subject’s significance, value, or 
quality after carefully studying its good and bad features. Use authoritative (e.g. from 
established authors or theorists in the field) and, to some extent, personal appraisal of both 
contributions and limitations of the subject. Similar to assess.

Illustrate – If asked to illustrate in an essay, explain the points that you are making clearly by 
using examples, diagrams, statistics etc.

Interpret – In an essay that requires you to interpret, you should translate, solve, give 
examples, or comment upon the subject and evaluate it in terms of your judgement or 
reaction. Basically, give an explanation of what your subject means. Similar to explain.

Justify – When asked to justify a statement in an essay you should provide the reasons and 
grounds for the conclusions you draw from the statement. Present your evidence in a form 
that will convince your reader.

Outline – Outlining requires that you explain ideas, plans, or theories in a general way, 
without giving all the details. Organise and systematically describe the main points or 
general principles. Use essential supplementary material, but omit minor details. 

Prove – When proving a statement, experiment or theory in an essay, you must confirm or 
verify it. You are expected to evaluate the material and present experimental evidence 
and/or logical argument.

Relate – To relate two things, you should state or claim the connection or link between 
them. Show the relationship by emphasising these connections and associations. 

Review – When you review, critically examine, analyse and comment on the major points of 
a subject in an organised manner

University Study Skills
Key Instruction Words



Exploring Careers and Study Options
ü Find job descriptions, salaries and hours, routes into different careers, and more 

at https://www.startprofile.com/
ü Research career and study choices, and see videos of those who have pursued various 

routes at http://www.careerpilot.org.uk/
ü See videos about what it’s like to work in different jobs and for different organisations 

at https://www.careersbox.co.uk/
ü Find out what different degrees could lead to, how to choose the right course for you, and 

how to apply for courses and student finance at https://www.prospects.ac.uk/
ü Explore job descriptions and career options, and contact careers advisers 

at https://nationalcareersservice.direct.gov.uk/
ü Discover which subjects and qualifications (not just A levels) lead to different degrees, and 

what careers these degrees can lead to, 
at http://www.russellgroup.ac.uk/media/5457/informed-choices-2016.pdf

Comparing Universities

ü https://www.whatuni.com/
ü http://unistats.direct.gov.uk/
ü https://www.thecompleteuniversityguide.co.uk/
ü Which? Explorer tool – find out your degree options based on your A level and BTEC 

subjects: https://university.which.co.uk/

UCAS

ü Key dates and deadlines: https://university.which.co.uk/advice/ucas-application/ucas-
deadlines-key-application-dates

ü Untangle UCAS terminology at https://www.ucas.com/corporate/about-us/who-we-
are/ucas-terms-explained

ü Get advice on writing a UCAS personal statement 
at https://www.ucas.com/ucas/undergraduate/getting-started/when-apply/how-
write-ucas-undergraduate-personal-statement

ü You can also find a template to help you structure a UCAS statement, 
at https://www.ucas.com/sites/default/files/ucas-personal-statement-worksheet.pdf

ü How to survive Clearing: https://university.which.co.uk/advice/clearing-results-
day/the-survivors-guide-to-clearing

University
Guidance

University 
Ready!

https://www.startprofile.com/
http://www.careerpilot.org.uk/
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Physics at University

ü Physics is ‘the science of everything’. Study matter, energy and how they interact from 
the subatomic to cosmological scales.

ü Physics will need a high level of skill and ability in mathematics and science and be good 
at independent thinking. Working independently is one of the major requirements in this 
field. 

ü There are many branches of physics from theoretical to experimental physics.  So, you 
have plenty options to choose in physics and explore the nature from a broad selection of 
theories and instrumentation.

ü You can find out more about different courses and entry requirements by exploring the 
UCAS physics Guide online:   https://www.ucas.com/ucas/subject-guide-list/physical-
sciences  

ü You can find out more about the different careers by exploring UCAS careers online: 
https://www.ucas.com/ucas/after-gcses/find-career-ideas/explore-jobs/job-
profile/physics 

Subject
Guidance

University 
Ready!

A Deeper Look Into Plasma Physics

ü Watch: a TED talk on plasma – the fourth state of matter

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n-17xqfF4FU

ü Listen: a podcast discussing the physics of plasma

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b07x6j4g

ü Read: about how close we might be to creating plasma fusion reactors

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/mar/09/nuclear-fusion-on-brink-of-

being-realised-say-mit-scientists

ü Do: Visit the Wonderlab at the Science Museum to see a plasma created in a giant arc

https://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/learning/wonderlab-equinor-gallery-school-info

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n-17xqfF4FU
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b07x6j4g
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/mar/09/nuclear-fusion-on-brink-of-being-realised-say-mit-scientists
https://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/learning/wonderlab-equinor-gallery-school-info
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